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Abstract 
The process of combustion for a nonlinear heat conducting medium with a nonlinear volume source is considered. 
Blow-up self-similar solutions which describe the evolution of radially nonsymmetric waves - -  with complex symmetry 
and spiral waves - -  are realized numerically. Their asymptotic behaviour is analysed and their metastability is established. 
To solve the self-similar nonlinear problem the continuous analog of the Newton method and the finite element method are 
used. The semidiscrete Galerkin finite element method and an explicit difference scheme are used to solve the nonlinear 
parabolic problem. Special adaptive grids, consistent with the structure of the self-similar solutions, are utilized. ~ 1998 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
The blow-up problem is of a great importance when considering nonlinear evolution processes. 
Blow-up means an explosive instability of the process, when the magnitude of some quantity (e.g. 
temperature, pressure, density, etc.) tends to infinity in a finite time. The state of evolution of 
such explosive instabilities has important applications in plasma physics, chemical reactor theory, 
combustion theory, quantum and fluid mechanics, ecology, technology. Blow-up phenomena are 
observed in more than 60 different types of problems [22]. 
From a mathematical point of view the problem of blow-up reduces to the study of solutions of 
nonlinear evolution equations that become unbounded (blow-up) in a finite time. A general theory 
of such strongly nonlinear phenomena does not yet exist. During the last 20-25 years there has 
been an explosion of interest in blow-up theorems (see the review article of Levine [17], the book 
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of Bebemess and Eberly [3] and the references cited therein). But most of them were devoted only 
to semilinear equations (linear diffusion) or systems of such equations with single-point, blow-up 
solutions. 
The blow-up of solutions of quasilinear parabolic equations (nonlinear diffusion) is considered 
in the book of Samarskii et al. [19]. Besides some important applications to nuclear fusion and 
confinement, laser thermonuclear synthesis, etc. [16, 20, 23, 24] the investigation of the quasilinear 
case poses problems that are interesting from another point of view. The combination of nonlinear 
diffusion with nonlinear volume sources in the medium makes it possible that highly nonstationary 
dissipative structures and waves arise and evolve into this medium, One of the most important 
problems of the synergetics i to find all possible classes of structures and waves which may arise 
and preserve themselves in a given nonlinear medium. 
In this paper we will emphasize the synergetic point of view when considering the processes of 
heat transfer and combustion of a nonlinear medium, described by the equation 
u,=V(u'Vu)+u t>0, x=(xl,x2,...,XN). (1) 
Here u(t,x)>>. 0 is the temperature, a>0 and fl> 1 are medium parameters. The heat conductivity 
coefficient k(u)=u ~ and the self-generating volume source q(u)=u ~ are power functions of the 
temperature. Not only is this choice reasonable for many applications, but it also makes Eq. (1) 
possess a number of different invariant solutions [11]. As a consequence, it makes the medium 
rich of different classes of structures and waves. Simple radially symmetric structures (monotone 
in r with one maximum at the origin) for fl i> a + 1 and complex ones (nonmonotone in r) for 
f l>a + 1 were found and investigated in many works (see [7, 9-11, 19] and the references cited 
therein). Two classes of structures with complex symmetry (i.e., different from radial symmetry) 
were found and analysed in the essentially two-dimensional case when f l>a + 1 [1, 13, 15]. For 
/3 < a + 1 only simple radially symmetric waves were found. The main contributions of this work 
are the numerical realization and analysis of two classes of radially nonsymmetric waves in a two- 
dimensional nonlinear medium, described by Eq. (1) in polar coordinates (r, ~0) with f l<a + 1. 
These radially nonsymmetric waves are invariant (in particular, self-similar) blow-up solutions of 
the corresponding nonlinear equation, like all of the structures mentioned above. 
For N=2 Eq. (1) in polar coordinates reads: 
18 (ru, dU~ 1 c~ (~u)  
Ut=r-~r \ ar] +-~-~ u'~-~ +u e, t>0, 0<r<oo,  0~cp<2n.  (2) 
By using the method of invariant-group analysis it was shown in the Ph.D. Thesis of 
S.R. Svirshchevskii (1985) that Eq. (2) admits blow-up self-similar solutions of the kind [2]: 
u(t,r, cp)=g(t)O(~,dp), g(t) = (1 - t/To) -'/(e-'), (3) 
~=rAb,(t)=r(1 - t/To) -m, f l - f f -1  m= 2( f l -  1) '  (4) 
q~ = cp + ~b2(t) = ¢p + ~ In(1 - t/To). (5) 
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Here To >0 is the blow-up time, Co is a parameter of the family of solutions. The function 
0(~, ~b)/> 0 satisfies the nonlinear elliptic equation 
(~00~ 1 0 / ~00\ /3-a-1~c30 Co O0 1 ~ \ ~2 ~0-~)+ 
O~ Oq5 2(/3 - 1)To °0~ (/3 - 1)To O~b 
1 
-~ (/3_ 1)T0 0 -  0t~=0, 0<~<c~, 0 ~< ~b<2n. (6) 
As a function of the new, similarity variables ~, q~, where the time t and the space (r, q~) are 
connected in a special way, given by (4), (5), 0(¢, ~b) defines the space-time structure of the self- 
similar solution (3). As a nonlinear equation, (6) may have multiple solutions. Thus, the different 
solutions of (6) will determine a set of possible structures (/3 ~> o" + 1 ) and waves (/3 < a + 1 ) in the 
corresponding medium. That is why the solutions of (6) are called eioenfunctions of combustion of 
this medium [14]. 
Let us note, that it is not possible to realize numerically complex self-similar solution of the type 
(3)-(5), taking arbitrary initial data when solving Eq. (2). So a very important problem is to find 
all the different solutions of the self-similar Eq. (6). Taking them as initial data for Eq. (2), we 
would find the corresponding structures and waves in the medium. 
Eq. (6) has two homogeneous solutions: 0 ° - 0 and 0~ = [(/3- 1)T0] -1/(¢-1). For convenience 
and, without loss of generality, we set T0 =( /3 -  1) -1 in (6): 
1 O ( ,00)  1 0 / ~O0\ /3 -a -1  00 O0 
¢0¢.G° 2 
+0-0a=0,  0<4<~,  0~<O<2rc. (7) 
Then 0~ - 1. 
The case Co =0 is analysed in [1, 13, 15]. Radially nonsymmetric eigenfunctions of complex 
symmetry, satisfying the following boundary conditions: 
limo40~O0 : O, 00 ¢ v~ 0---q~ =0 for qg=0 and 4=2rc, (8) 
lim 0(4,  ~b) = 0 ° = 0, (9 )  
~----,oo 
are found numerically when 13 > a + 1. For/3 ~< a + 1 with the same boundary conditions only simple 
radially symmetric eigenfunctions are found in the above cited works. To find radially nonsyrnmetric 
eigenfunctions when/3 < a + 1 we pose another boundary condition instead of (9): 
lim 0(4, ~b) = 0~ = 1, (10) 
~---~oo 
i.e., we seek for solutions of (7), which tend to the second homogeneous solution 0~ = 1 at infinity. 
For the solutions of (2) this means that u(t, r, ~o) is bounded at infinity for every fixed t, 0 ~< t< To. 
The case Co # 0 is considered in [8], where good approximations to the eigenfunctions for/3 < o'+ 1 
are found and analysed. The computation of the eigenftmctions was announced in [5, 6]. Here we 
describe the numerical method and analyse the asymptotic behaviour of the self-similar solution 
(3)-(5) for/3<tr + 1. 
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss some properties of the self-similar 
solution (3)-(5).  Definitions of structural stability and metastability of these blow-up solutions 
and, therefore, of the corresponding dissipative structures and waves, are given. In Sections 3 the 
construction of approximations to the eigenfunctions 0(~,~b) is described. On the basis of their 
asymptotic behaviour a boundary condition of third kind for the self-similar elliptic problem is 
derived. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to the numerical methods used for solving the self-similar 
elliptic problem and the parabolic problem respectively. In Section 6 the results of some numerical 
experiments are given. The evolution in time of five different eigenfunctions, corresponding to the 
same parameters tr and fl is shown and their stability is analysed. The reliability and accuracy of 
both numerical methods are discussed. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let us consider the self-similar blow-up solution (3)-(5).  As mentioned in [2], if the temperature 
profile has inhomogeneities (for example local maxima) at the initial time then their trajectories will 
be logarithmic spirals. Denoting by (r(t), qg(t)) the coordinates of such an inhomogeneity at time t, 
one gets 
f l -e -1  r(t)e s~o(t) = r(0)e s~°(°) = ~e ~b, s -- 
2C0 ' (11) 
1 In r(t) + q~(t) = 1 In ~ + ~ = const. 
s s 
It is clear that the propagation direction for fixed Co depends on the relation between tr and r: for 
fl < tr + 1 (the so-called HS-evolution) the inhomogeneities move from the centre along the spiral; 
for fl > a + 1 they move towards the center (LS-evolution). At fl = tr + 1 (S-evolution) the spirals 
degenerate into circles. 
In order to define two kinds of stability of the self-similar solution (3)-(5),  we will introduce 
the self-similar epresentation O(t, ~, qb) of the solution u(t,r, tp) of Eq. (2), corresponding to the 
initial data uo(r, ~p): 
O(t, 4, c~) = u(t, r, (p)/F(t), ~ = rF(t)(/3-o-l)/2, q~ = (p -- Co ln(F(t)), 
F(t)=maxu(t ,r ,  tp)/maxuo(r,~p), 12= [O,c~) × [0,2~). (12) 
t} o 
The self-similar solution, corresponding to the eigenfunction 0(4, tk) is called structurally stable 
[19], if there exists a class of initial data uo(r, tp) ~ O(r, qg), so that for the self-similar epresentations 
O(t, ~, ~p) of the corresponding solutions u(t, r, ~p): 
IIO(t,.,-)-0(.,.)llc(o)~0, t---~To, (13) 
where the uniform norm in ~ is denoted by I1 IIc( ). 
A natural question arises: /f we take some eigenfunction O(¢,d?) as initial data for Eq. (2), 
will the corresponding self-similar solution always be structurally stable? The answer is "no". 
All numerical investigations, carried out in the radially symmetric ase [7, 9-11] as well as in the 
essentially two-dimensional case [1, 13, 15], show that (13) is fulfilled only for the simplest, radially 
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symmetric and radially decreasing eigenftmction 0(4, q~)= 0(4). Theoretical investigations have been 
carried out only in the one-dimensional case [11, 19]. 
Then a second question arises: why are the self-similar solutions considered, i f  most of  them 
are not structurally stable? The answer is - they could be metastable in the following sense. For 
every e>0 there exists a class of initial data uo(r, tp) ..~ O(r, tp) and a time T, To - T << To, such 
that for the self-similar epresentations of the corresponding solutions 
1l 9(t,., .)  - 0( . ,  for 0 ~< t ~< T. (14) 
This means the self-similar solutions preserve their structure up to time T, very close to the blow-up 
time To. For t >1 T the complex structure, corresponding to the complex eigenfunction, degenerates 
into one or more simple structures, described by the simplest eigenfunction for the same parameters 
O', 1~. 
3. Approximations to the eigenfunctions 
It is proved in [19] that when f l<a + 1 there exists an infinite number of radially symmetric 
solutions of (7), which tend to 01 when 4 ~ oo. This allows us to suppose the existence of eigen- 
functions with an analogous behaviour in the essentially two-dimensional case. Using the assumption 
for small oscillations of the eigenfunctions about the homogeneous background 0~ = 1, i.e., 
0(4, q~) = 1 + 0ty(4, ~b), I~tyl << 1 
and the idea of linearization around it [1, 7, 9-11, 13, 15, 19], the following linear equation for 
Y(4, ~b) is found [8]: 
( ay ) 1 O2 y fl - tr -1  dy -~ -~-~aY 10 4~-~ 42- -+ 404 O~ 2 2 4~ - C°~,v + (1 -  fl)Y=O" (15) 
Looking for particular solutions of the kind 
Yk(4,~b)=Rk(4)e i*~, k~ N 
which are bounded at 4 = 0, it is found in [8] that for fl ~ tr + 1 
R,(4) = ff 1Fl(a,b,z). 
Here ~Fl(a,b,z) is the confluent hypergeometric function, 
fl - 1 + ikCo k fl - tr - 1 42 .
a-- f l - t r -1  +2 '  b=l  +k, z -  4 
It is shown in [8] that 
Yk(4, ~b) = Re(Y,(4, q~)) 
is a solution of (15) as well and it suffices to examine only the case k>0, C0>0. When C0>0 the 
functions Yk(4, ~b) are periodic of period 2n/k. When Co = 0, they have k-axis of symmetry. Using 
the asymptotic expansion of iFl(a,b,z) for Izl - - ,  ~ it is shown [8]: 
if f l<t r+ l ,  then IRk(4)l~0, 4~cx~. 
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More detailed analysis gives: 
Yk(C'qb)~cC1/mc°sk(~+lln~) ' - s C ---~ c% (16) 
c is a constant, depending on k,a, fl, and Co. The asymptotic expression (16) predicts the following 
asymptotic form for 0(C, ~b) = 0k(C, ~b), k = 1,2,...: 
0k(C,~b)~ 1q-~?C1/mcosk (qb+ ! lnC) ,  C~c~z, y=~c (17) 
which yields the approximation: 
0k(~,~b)= 1 +~yk(C,q~), 0~=const. (18) 
When C0=0 we choose the value of ~ so that the condition 0k(¢,~b)>0 is fulfilled. For C0>0 
we choose the value of ~ small enough - the analysis of the evolution in time of the approximations 
(18) showed [8] that for small ~ they are close to the eigenfunctions. 
From (17) we derive a boundary condition of third kind at ~ = l >> 1: 
00k 0 , -10C mC yk ( 1 ) -- sC(m_l)/---------g sink (a + - ln C Co¢0, 
0Ok Ok- 1 (19) 
- C0=0. 
0~ mC ' 
4. Numerical method for the self-similar problem 
To solve numerically the problem (7),(8),(19), we use the continuous analog of the Newton 
method (CANM) [12]. When applied to the nonlinear equation (7) £a(0)=0, the CANM leads to 
the iteration process 
(20) 
O,+l=O,+z,v,, 0<z,~< 1, n=0,1, . . . ,  (21) 
00 = 0k(C, ~b). (22) 
Here £P'(0,) is the Frech6t derivative of the operator £P at the point 0,, 00 is the initial approx- 
imation (18) to one of the sought after different eigenfunctions 0k(C, ~b)~for given parameters a, fl. 
For convenience the subscript k is omitted in (20),(21) and below. As 0k(C,~b), k= 1,2,... satisfy 
the boundary conditions (8),(19), the iteration corrections v,, n =0, 1,... must satisfy 
• a O~n 
~lm0 ¢0,-~- = 0, (23) 
 VnOn{ OnOnl (1 )}  
O¢ m~ O~ m----~-q-s~(m_l)/----------~sink ~b+-lnCs ' C=/>> 1. (24) 
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Taking into account he symmetry (Co =0)  or the periodicity (C0>0) of the functions 0k(~,4)), 
the following symmetry conditions: 
~, =0, O~<~<l  (25) 
or periodic conditions 
v.(¢,0)=v. ~, , (~,0)=~-~ ~, - -  =0, 0~<~<l  (26) 
must be fulfilled. 
The Eq. (20) is linear with respect to the iteration corrections v.. To solve it, we use the Galerkin 
finite element method [21]. The weak form of the problem (20),(23)-(25) or (26) is: 
For given function 0. ED find v. EH 1, which satisfies the conditions (23)-(25) or (26) and the 
integral identity 
(,.~'(On)l.)n,W)'~--- -- (.~(On),W) for VwEH 1, 
where 
D= { 0( ~, 4) ): ~1/20, ~1/2 00a+1 ~-1/2 00cr+1 } 
0~' 04) EL2(a) , 
= {W(~, 4))'- ~I/2w, : 1/20W c g-1/20W E L2(~r~), w(~, 0) = w H 1 
° o~ '° 04) 
27t 
f2=(0,1)×(0,  rn), o9=~ for C0=0, ~=--ff 
The left- and the fight-hand sides of (27) are: 
.£ f a Ow Ov. (£e'(O.)vn, W) ~ ~0.-~ 0~ 
0~. Ow OVn + + 
¢ 04) 04) 
@,~)  for C0>0} ,
for C0>0. 
____  + 0.~0~_ 100n OW ~OCr_ 100 n OW 
o~ -~v. + ~_ 04, 04) 
fl - a - l ..2 Or. Or. 
2 ~ w--~ - ~Cow-~ 
- -  - -  On  
f0 '° 00. +¢(1-f lO~-l)wv.  d~d4) - ~aO~.-l--~wv. d4) 
io /o - -"wvnd4)+ ~0~ wd4) -  0~(0. - 1)wd4) m m 
+ f~' 7~ks~l/mO~sink (4)+ l nG)s wd4), 
.£1 (_~(0.), w) = --- .~°~" 0--( a---( + ~ 04) a~ + 2 ¢ w-~ - ~Cow 04) 
+ ¢(1- Oa-')wO.} dC d4) - foZ= ~o~. -~wd4) 
(27) 
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The discretization of (27) by using bilinear finite elements gives a linear algebraic system of 
equations AV =B at every step of the iteration process (20)-(22). The matrix A is nonsymmetric. 
To solve the system we use the LU decomposition f A. 
The iteration parameter 0 < z, ~< 1 is determined in the calculations by the formula 
{ min(1,Zn_l&._l/&.) if g. ~< 6._1, 
"On= max('~o,'~n_16n_l/C~n) if 6.>6._l 
Here f .  is the uniform norm of Ae(0,). When f .  -~ 0, then ~. ~ 1 and the iteration process (20)-(22) 
reduces to the classical Newton method. 
The stop criterion for the iteration process (20)-(22) is &, <&. In the examples, given below, we 
have used ~ = 10 -6  and the number of iterations has been between 8 and 15. 
5. Numer ica l  method for the parabol ic problem 
We solve numerically the following initial boundary-value problem: 
U,=I(ru~Ur)r+I(u~u~)~+U ~, O<t<To,  (r,~o)EQ, (28) 
F F - 
a=(0 ,R)  × (0,co), 
ru~ur(t, 0, ~p) = 0, t E [0, To), cp E [0, co], (29) 
U°Ur(t,R,q))=O, tE[0,]'o), q~E[0, co], (30) 
u(O,r, cp)=uo(r, cp)=Ok(r, tp) >~ O, (r, cp)Ef), (31) 
- -  in the case Co = 0 we have co = ~/k and the following symmetry conditions: 
u~(t,r,O)u¢(t,r,O)=u~(t,r, co)u¢(t,r, co)=O, tE [0, f'o), rE [0,R], (32) 
Uo(0,q~)=const, uo(r, cp)----uo(r,2co- cp); (33) 
- -  in the case Co >0 we have co =2~/k and the following periodic conditions: 
u(t, r, O) = u(t, r, co), 
(34) 
u~(t,r,O)u~o(t,r,O)=u~(t,r, co)u~(t,r, co), tE [0,]'0), rE [0,R], 
u0(0,~p)=const, uo(r,~p)=uo(r, co+~p), (r,~p)Et). (35) 
The length R=R(t) is chosen so as to avoid the influence of the boundary condition (30) on the 
numerical solution. 
The method for solving (28)-(31), (34), (35) is described in detail in [8]. Here we will note 
only the main steps. 
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L=O t=O 
I0 : 10 
t=0.6122 
o 
-5  
_ I010 i  i I I~ i * * i *  i ' *  * i *  ' i 
- -5  0 5 10 5 10 
t= O. 6979 t=0.7108 t=0.714475 
-5  /~ '~ '~ -20  -60 I~ 
1201 i f * *** l * l  i * *** la*  -10  - -12_0 ' * * 10 5 0 5 10 20 10 0 10 20 -60  0 60 120 
Fig. 1. Evolution of a complex symmetry wave: Co = 0, k = 1. 
1. We linearize the elliptic part of the differential operator in (28) by using the Kirchoff transfor- 
mation: 
fO u Utr+l 9(u) = w ~ dw = • 
t r+ l '  
2. The weak form of the problems (28)-(33) or (28)-(31), (34), (35) is: 
Find u(t,r, go) E C(O, To) × D, which satisfies the conditions (29)-(32) or (29)-(31), (34) and 
(u ,w)+A( t ;u ,w)=( f ,w)  fo rVwEH 1, 0<t<T0,  
u(0 , . ,  .) = u0, 
where 
(u, w) = ./o ruw dO, f (u )  = u s, 
f~ ~#(u) ~w 1 ~g(u) ~w 
A( t ;u ,w)= r ~---~ dr + r dgo ~rp d~2; 
3. We use the lumped mass finite element method [21] in space with interpolation of the non- 
linear coefficients [4]. The bilinear basis functions are modified so as to deal successfully with the 
singularity at the origin and with the periodic boundary conditions for Co > 0. 
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-10 -5  0 5 10 
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2O 
~0 -10 0 10 20 
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0 
-5  
- |  
-10_I 0 
9O 
I I I 
0 
-45 
-90 
-0  
t=0.714287 
-45  0 45 90 
Fig. 2. Evolution of a complex symmetry wave: Co = 0, k = 2. 
4. The resulting system of ODE is 
I] = l~TI-1Kg(U) + f(U), 
U(O) = Uo. 
(36) 
(37) 
Here U = U(t) is the vector, whose components ui(t) are the values of the numerical solution at 
the mesh points (ri,~0:), i=  1,.. . ,n, M is the lumped mass matrix, K is the stiffness matrix. Both 
matrices ~ and K do not depend on the solution u. System (36), (37) is solved by a modification 
of the Runge-Kutta method [18] which has second order of accuracy and an extended region of 
stability. The time step z is chosen automatically so as to guarantee relative stability and a desired 
accuracy e at the end of the time interval [0, T0). The stop criterion is z< 10 -16 and T0 is the time 
reached in the calculations. 
5. A special adaptive grid, consistent with the structure of the self-similar blow-up solution 
(3)-(5), is used. The step-size in r is chosen so that the step-size in the similarity variable 
(o+1-/~)/[2(/~- 1)] 
is bounded from below. Typically, we satisfy A~ ~ ho/2, where h0 is the initial step-size in r. This 
adaptive grid keeps the same number of mesh points in r when increasing R(t) (see Figs. 1-5) and 
ensures a good accuracy of the numerical solution. 
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L=O 
12 t=O 
G 
-1°~ " ;2  . . . .  ;e'  . . . .  o- . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  12 
1; t=0.4657 
24 
12 
-12  
-25, 
[=0.6910 
"" -i~ . . . .  6 . . . . .  1'2 . . . . .  24 
24 . . . .  t=0.7106 
. . . .  2 .  
t=0.7143 
1152 I ~ 
- _ :: . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
204~048 1248 448 352 1152 
Fig. 3. Evolution of a one-armed spiral wave: Co = 1, k = 1. 
6. Numerical experiments 
The main goal of the numerical experiments presented here is to analyse the asymptotic behaviour 
of the radially nonsymmetric blow-up waves with complex symmetry for Co = 0 and the spiral blow- 
up waves for Co > 0 in the medium with parameters fl < tr + 1. Simultaneously, the reliability and 
accuracy of both methods - -  for solving the nonlinear elliptic and parabolic problems - -  will be 
demonstrated. 
All our experiments show that the two kinds of waves are metastable. To establish this fact 
we take the computed eigenftmction 0k(l, ~b) as initial data for the parabolic problem. We check 
if the maxima of the eigenfunction follow the self-similar law (11) and compare the self-similar 
representation O(t, ~, ~b) given in (12) of the solution u(t,r, tp) with the eigenfunction, i.e., we check 
if (14) is fulfilled for some e. For this reason we introduce the rescaled error e(t): 
rr~ax IO( t, ri, tpi ) - O(ri, cpi) I
i=1 
e(t) = n (38) 
mnax O(r~, ~p~ ) - min O(ri, tp~ )
i=1 i=1 
We give these errors for different imes t in the first two examples below. 
A good criterion for the accuracy of the methods for solving both the elliptic and the parabolic 
problems is the restoration of the blow-up time. Since we have put To = 1/ ( f l -  l) in the elliptic 
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Fig. 4. Evolution of  a two-armed spiral wave: Co = 1, k = 2. 
equation (7), the blow-up time 7~0, found when solving the parabolic problem, should be close to 
To. All the examples below confirm this. 
The evolution in time of five different eigenfunctions, corresponding to parameters tr = 2 and 
fl = 2.4 is shown and analysed. The first two of them determine complex symmetry waves (Co = 0), 
the last three-spiral waves (Co = 1). The exact blow-up time is To = 1/(fl - 1)= 0.(714285). 
Example 1. Fig. 1 ( t=0)  shows the surface and the level-lines of the eigenfunction with one 
maximum, one minimum and one axis of symmetry, computed by using the initial approximation 
(22), (18) with k= 1, ~= 1. In Fig. 1, the level-lines of the solution of the parabolic problem for 
four different imes t >0 are also shown. The blow-up time, found in calculations, is 7~0 = 0.714475. 
The values of the maximum (Umax) of the solution u, the rescaled errors e(t) defined by (38) and the 
ratio t/To% are shown in Table 1 for different imes t. For 0~<t~<0.7108=99.49%T0 (see Fig. le) 
the evolution of the maximum follows the self-similar law 
r( t ) = r(0)( 1 - t/To )m ,~  r( O )F( t )(~+ l-/~)/2, 
where F(t) is given in (12). 
On the asymptotic stage the background of the solution is dying down in comparison with the 
core and the complex wave degenerates into a radially symmetric one. The self-similar epresentation 
O(t, 3, q~) (12) of u tends to the radially symmetric eigenfunction with a finite support for the same 
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Fig. 5. Evolution of a three-armed spiral wave: Co = 1, k = 3. 
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Table 1 
Metastability of the wave from Example 1 
t Um~x e(t) t/7"o% 
0.0000 1.175 0.0000 0.00 
0.2541 1.614 0.0127 35.84 
0.6122 4.786 0.0254 85.69 
0.6979 18.314 0.0626 97.68 
0.7108 57.126 0.1355 99.49 
Table 2 
Metastability of the wave from Example 2 
t Umax e(t) t/1"o% 
0.0000 1.317 0.0000 0.00 
0.5567 3.898 0.0102 77.97 
0.6948 17.793 0.0427 97.31 
0.7090 47.782 0.1228 99.26 
0.7132 189.726 0.4339 99.88 
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Table 3 
Coordinates of the extreme points of a one-armed spiral 
t Umax t'max ~0max ~max ~max ~rnin ~bmin 
0.0000 1.000097 1.50 3.33 1.50 3.33 1.50 0.19 
0.2928 1.458 1.75 3.73 1.56 3.35 1.56 0.21 
0.4657 2.126 2.00 4.12 1.60 3.37 1.60 0.23 
0.6475 5.433 2.50 5.10 1.50 3.40 1.65 0.27 
0.7106 43.021 5.00 0.98 1.62 3.51 1.62 0.36 
0.7114 51.878 12.50 3.14 3.82 5.48 3.82 2.34 
parameters a and ft. Let us note however that this happens for t>99.49%7~0: thus, the complex 
wave, corresponding to this eigenfunction, is metastable. 
Example 2. The evolution in time of a complex wave with one maximum, two minima and two 
axes of symmetry (k=2,  0~= 1 in the initial approximation (22), (18)) is shown in Fig. 2. The 
computed blow-up time 7~0 =0.714287 is much closer to the exact one. As it is seen from Table 2, 
this wave is also metastable. On the asymptotic stage the wave degenerates into the same radially 
symmetric one as in Example 1. 
Example 3. The evolution in time of three spiral waves - -  one-armed (k = 1, ~ = 0.05), two-armed 
(k=2,  ~=0.001) and three-armed (k=3,  ~=0.001) - -  is shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 
respectively. 
For the one-armed spiral wave (Fig. 3) the computed blow-up time is again 7~0 = 0.714287 (see 
Example 2.). Table 3 contains the maximum Umax of the solution u; the coordinates (rm~x, q~m~x) of 
this maximum; the coordinates (~max, ~bm~x) and (~min, ~min) of the maximum and the minimum of the 
self-similar epresentation O(t, 3, ~b) (12) for different imes t. It shows that for t ~< 0.7106 = 99.48%7~0 
the maximum and the minimum follow the self-similar law 
r(t) = r(O)F(t) ~+~-~)/z, q~(t) = q~(O) + Co In r(t).  (39) 
The eigenfunction is computed on a mesh with step sizes A~ =0.25, A~b = r~/16 ~ 0.19. 
For the two-armed spiral wave (Fig. 4) 7~0=0.71428579 is much closer to To. The evolution 
of the maximum and the minimum follows the self-similar law (39) up to t = 0.7065 = 98.91%7~0. 
Degenerating on the asymptotic stage, the wave turns into a wave of complex symmetry (Fig. 4, 
t =0.7143) before degenerating into the radially symmetric one. 
For the three-armed spiral wave (Fig. 5) it0 = 0.71428572. The positions of the two local maxima 
and the corresponding self-similar trajectories are shown in Fig. 6. Up to time t = 0.7059 the positions 
of the local maxima are the nearest mesh points to the trajectories. After t = 0.7059 = 98.83%7"0 one 
of the maxima leaves the self-similar trajectory and goes straightforward from the origin, which is 
typical for waves with complex symmetry. The second maximum follows the self-similar trajectory 
up to t = 0.7129 and after that it dies off. Similarly to the two-armed spiral wave, this one turns into 
a wave of complex symmetry (Fig. 5, t = 0.714286) before degenerating into the radially symmetric 
one (Fig. 5, t=  0.714287). 
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Fig. 6. Motion of the maxima of a three-armed spiral wave. 
7. Conclusions and comments 
The idea of extending the definition of eigenfunctions of the nonlinear medium by admitting a
boundedness instead of vanishing at infinity turned out to he essential for finding blow-up spiral 
self-similar solutions - -  a problem which has been open since 1985. Let us note that formation of 
spiral waves is observed in many chemical, mechanical nd biological systems. Convincing examples 
are the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction, the growth of crystals in a rotating magnetic field, spiral 
shaped convection regimes in Rayleigh-B6nard systems, the organization i  cell colonies of social 
amoebae, the spreading depression i  the retina, the exitation waves in the cardiac muscle. During 
the last 25 years the existence and the behaviour of spiral wave solutions of the mathematical 
models of such systems have been studied by many specialists (see [1] and the references cited 
therein). Most of the mathematical models are reaction-diffusion systems of equations (as 2 -  co 
systems) or complex coefficients equations (as Kuramoto-Tsuzuki equation and Ginsburg-Landau 
equation) with linear diffusion and nonlinear feedback. Probably the nonlinear diffusion in Eq. (2) 
coupled with the nonlinear feedback is the reason one real coefficients equation to admit spiral wave 
solutions. Let us note, all mentioned above spiral waves evolve on a nonzero background. 
The numerical techniques developed here make it possible to compute waves with complex sym- 
metry as well as spiral ones. Both kinds of waves are metastable - -  they preserve their struc- 
ture up to times very close to the time To of their life. Near that time they degenerate into the 
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simplest radially symmetric blow-up wave, which is the attractor of the wave-processes in this 
medium. 
Thus, the set of possible dissipative structures and waves in the nonlinear medium, described by 
Eq. (1), is enlarged. Some natural questions arise in this context. 
1. How many different complex symmetry waves (Co = 0) and spiral waves (Co ¢ 0) exist for given 
parameters ]~ < a + 1 ? 
2. Do there exist spiral structures for/~ > a + 1? 
3. Are there structures and waves of some other types of symmetry? 
Answers to these questions can not be found by numerical experiments only. Thorough theoretical 
investigations must be carried out on the multiplicity of the solutions of the nonlinear elliptic equation 
(7) with boundary conditions (8), (9), or (8), (10), or possibly some others. There are theoretical 
results concerning the number of the different solutions for the radially symmetric analogue of 
equation (7) only [19]. 
Thus some interesting and challenging questions still remain open. The worked-out numerical 
techniques will hopefully be useful for verification of hypothesis concerning these topics. 
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